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An algebraic theory ‘I‘ is ajim [sf if every operation is idempotent; equiva- 
lently, every singleton in a T-algebra is a subalgebra. The idempotent operations 
of any theory “I: are the operations of a subtheory A, the a@ze part of T. The 
main result of this paper is that every A-algebra can be embedded in (the 
A-algebra underlying) a T-algebra. 
The main negative conclusion is not a mtithematical statement. Lawvere has 
posed the problem of ch~acterizing the ~~~~~~u~) s btheories S of theories T 
such that every S-algebra is embeddable in a T-algebra [S]. We conclude &at 
there is no reasonable ch~acte~za~on. The evidence is OUK discussion, including 
a characterization of faithful submonoids of a monoid M (considered as the 
theory of M-sets). We refute the conjectured characterization attributed in [5] 
to Linton. It seems relevant that in infinitary theories, even the afhne part need 
not be faithful. 
I. FIDELITY 
Observe that if q(xr ,..., x& . . . . u,(xr ,..., xk) are idempotent operations of an 
algebraic theory T, and w is an sz-ary operation of T such that zu(et;r ,“.., er,) is 
idempotent, then w(x, x ,..., x) = ZO(V~(X, x ,...) ,...) = x; w is idem~?tent. ~e~riti~~ 
with fewer dots, idempotence of u(x 1 ,..., x,J means that the operation u: [k] -+ [l] 
composes with the diagonal P: [1] -+ [k] to give u .4” = 1, Here w1 ,..., o, are the 
coordinates of V: [k] -+ [n]. 7.7 da is d” since all its ~oord~at~ are 1. So w A@ = 
wzt Ak = I, It is not relevant that we wrote the oi as operations on the same 
variables; (x1 ,..., ~~1 can be the union of the n sets of variables actually involved 
in the zli , and idempotence is not changed. 
* During the writing of this paper J. R. Isbell and S. N. Scbanuel were partiially 
supported by NSF Grant PO 28491-002. 
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Call a subtheory D of T division-closed provided it contains w: [n] + [1] 
whenever it contains V, ,..., v, and w(vl ,..., v,). We have proved 
LEMMA. The afine part of an algebraic theory is a division-closed subtheory. 
There is no need to allow for “left” and “right” division-closure; no proper 
subtheory contains ZJ, whenever it contains w and w(vl ,..., v,) (even if it also 
contains 9, ,..., v,). One may note another variant, also trivial, btit less completely 
so. If a division-closed subtheory D of T contains a constant-valued unary 
operation u whose value U(X) ,is a constant symbol w of T, then it contains w 
(since it contains U(Z) = w(~~(x),..., v,(x)), where n = 0, and all the v’s). One can 
weaken the definition to avoid this and lose no result worth having. But all that 
one has done is to permit one more model, the empty model; we shall not take 
the trouble. 
Recall that we defined a subtheory A C B to be faithful provided each A- 
algebra X admits an injective A-homomorphism into some B-algebra. There is a 
generalization to A-B bimodels; we have no results about it, but it seems to 
make the structure clearer. The basic facts about bimddels (comodels in the 
models) are given in [2]. Thinking of them as generalized morphisms is familiar 
for pairs of rings, at least. 
Generalized how ? For a pair of ‘theories A C B, or any other morphism 
I: A- B, let P be a free A-algebra on one generator x. 1 induces an algebraic 
functor (forgetful, if I: A C B) from B-algebras to A-algebras whose adjoint F 
takes P to a one-generator free B-algebra. The bimodel1” corresponding to 1 is 
on the B-algebra FP. An n-ary operation w(xl ,.. ., x,) of A determines an element 
GUI’ of the free algebra nP on x1 ,,.., x, , and a morphism w”: P--t nP taking x to w’. 
The cooperation w* of I* is Fw”. 
An A-B bimodel J is faithful provided every A-algebra admits an injective 
homomorphism into an A-algebra Hom,(J, Y). (Horn&*, ) is the (gener- 
alized forgetful) functor induced by I.) J is faithful if and only if the functor 
( ) gA J from A-algebras to B-algebras is faithful; for that is the adjoint of 
Hom,(J, ), which is faithful if and only if [3] there are enough objects 
Hom,(], Y) for everything to map monically into one. 
THEOREM. A division-closed subtheory of an algebraic theory is faithful. 
Proof. Let A be division-closed in B. We must embed any A-algebra X in 
a B-algebra. X is F,jR for some free algebra F, on a set S of generators s, , and 
some congruence relation R. F, is embedded in a free B-algebra G, on S (since 
any two different elements of F, are different words in a finite number of the free 
generators, and differ as B-operations). Consider the (B-) congruence relation 
2 on G, generated by R. 
A pair (u, v) E GS x G, belongs to & if and only if there is a finite chain 
u = t, ) tl ,..., t, = v such that for each i.= 1, 2,..., m, ther’e exist an nrary 
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operation (re = B<) v of B and n-tuples (y$>,- (~~1 of G, with ti-r = cp((yf)f, 2, = 
$JzJ), andaforj = l,..., n, either y$ = x, or (yj , zj) E R C F, x Fs . This is a 
well-known lemma whose details one probably does not remember. To check it, 
observe that we have described a reflexive symmetric, transitive subalgebra of 
G, x C;, containing R, and necessarily contained in every such relation. 
The notation is not strictly adequate; but for the following argument it suffices, 
and we shall get u E F, e- try EF, as well as fi j Fs = R. It suffices to prove 
t i--l EF~ 3 (t,-r , ti) E R. We may assume (in t,-r = &~r ,..., y,)) that yr >...) ys 
are equal to the corresponding z’s and (yI , zi) E R thereafter. NOW there is a 
finite set Q = (sr ,..., sd C S such that all yj are in Go and such that t,-, and 
ys+l ,..., yn are in F, . Recall the bijection between the set of y-ary operations 
rl of B and the set of elements ~(sr ,..., s,J of Go-operations in A corresponding 
to elements of F, . Write each yj as %(s, ,..., s,J and tie1 as T(S~ ,..., s,J. Define 
(q + n - p)-ary Y by y(x, ,..., x,+,-..,) = ‘p(dxl ,..., 4-.., six1 ,..., ~~1, 
X g+1 Y’..Y %ifz-23 >. The value of Y at (sr ,..., s, , yP+l ,..., yn) is q(yr ,..., yn , 
Ya+1 ,-s-T yn) = h-1 EFQ > corresponding to an operation 7 of A. Since A 
is division-closed, Y is an operation of A; and t+, = cp(xr ,..., a,) = y(yl ,,.., 
Yg 3 x,+1 ,..a> %J = -?l ,...> s, > x22+1 ,a.., z,) is R-congruent to timr , as was to 
be shown. 
We shall try to show that there is no pretty characterization of faithful sub- 
theories. Of course, someone may define a “striped” subtheory and a “purple” 
subtheory and prove that the faithful subtheories are the purple striped sub- 
theories; and of course, such a result can be pretty. A different sort of equivalence 
is conjectured in [5], attributed to Linton: that a monomorphism of theories 
I: A +- B is faithful if and only if it is universal. Now “universal” is in effect 
“super-faithful”; I: A-+ B is universal manic provided its pushouts with all 
morphisms A + C are manic, while it is faithful provided its pushouts with 
certain morphisms A -+ Cx are manic. One forms C, , for any A-algebra X, 
by adjoining to the operations of A constants (0-ary operations) naming all the 
elements of X, and specifying the correct constant values for the operations of A 
on the new constants. The verification of our remark is immediate. 
Any monomorphism of groups A C 23 defines a monomorphism of theories 
A C B, of sets on which the groups act. It is always faithful. (An A-set is a 
disjoint sum of sets of cosets AlHE , and is embedded in the sum of B/N;, .> 
We do not know when it is universal, but it is obviously necessary that every 
quotient A/K by a normal subgroup be embeddable in a quotient B/K’, thus that 
K have the form A n x’, where K’ 4 B. 
Neither need an affine part be universal manic; it is shown in Klun’s doctoral 
thesis [4] that the afline part of the theory of groups is not universal manic. 
One might hope that a faithful subtheory A C B would have a manic pushout 
with every monomorphism A C C. No. Let A be the theory of lower semilattices. 
For the theory of distributive lattices T, A C T is faithful. (For every semilattice 
is a semilattice of sets with the operation of intersection, and thus is embeddable 
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in a distributive lattice.) Accordingly one can let B be the theory of distributive 
lattices, C the theory of lattices. A model of the pushout has two lattice structures 
with the same infima (A-structure), which hence are identical. The pushout 
theory P is isomorphic with B, and the pushed morphism C -+ P is not manic. 
Turning from beautiful statements which do not characterize faithfulness to 
the opposite kind, we have, of course:’ A C B is faithful if and only if, for every 
finite m and A-algebra F, , free on in, contained in the B-algebra G, , free on m, 
for every finite subset R of F, x F, and element (u, v) of the congruence 
relation on G, generated by R, if u and v are in F, then (u, v) is in the F,- 
congruence generated by R. If B is merely a monoid, we may specialize to sets R 
of the form ((olsigi , ~~a~+,g~+r): i = 0, l,..., K}, the gi being free generators; 
u = yo~ogo and v = Fh%k+lgr+l y and PGZ~+~ = R+P~~+~ for i = O,..., k - 1, 
where ai are in A and vj are in B. We remark that if A is a group in the monoid 
B (i.e., if A is the theory of A-sets and B the theory of B-sets where I3 is a monoid 
and A its submonoid which is a group), one has y. = (yoaro) 0~0’ E A and, con- 
tinuing similarly, all yi in A. (A group in a ring of course need not be faithful; 
a nontrivial group in a field never is.) For general monoids it is quite obvious 
that one cannot avoid considering arbitrarily large k. The same is true for rings. 
However, since one easily checks that faithfulness for rings A C B is equivalent 
to purity as right A-modules, Cohn’s criterion, [I] says that one must have a 
string of equations of the same form over A. This fails for monoids. At k = 0, 
a faithful submonoid A may have elements poolo , ~o~1 (01~ , a1 in A) which are not 
representable as Yol, , !?‘a, with Y in A; congruence of ~o~ogo and po$gr can 
follow from Yoolo = ~oolo , YamI = poolr , Yocz, = Yrar , and Y,u, = Y2ao . 
(Over a ring one would simplify with Y = Y. - Yr + Y2 .) The monoid B 
need not have more than 12 elements, 1, 0, the 01’s, Y’s, y. , and the four indicated 
products (other products being 0). 
We have the general description of a faithful monomorphism of theories 
I: A + B in terms of good behavior of X aA I, where I is considered as A-B 
bimodel. In the special cases of rings and monoids one can ignore the B-structure. 
That is because the bimodel, by definition an A-comodel in the B-models, is for 
monoids an A-comodel in sets, and for rings an A-comodel in abelian groups, and 
the forgetful functors applied preserve and reflect monomorphisms. The last 
clause generalizes, but in general one cannot drop from bimodels to comodels. 
Next, an 
EXAMPLE. An injinitary theory whose a#ine part is not faithful. 
The definitions, and the preliminary remarks, are the same for infinitary 
(varietal) theories as for finitary ones. In particular, the affine part is division- 
closed. Our example T is generated by three operations: binary 01, unary ,8, 
and X0-ary (T. The symbol 01 will usually not be used; we write (xy) for 01(x, y). 
The laws of T are generated by the axioms 
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(xx) = x; 
P(XY) = B(Y4; 
u(x, /3x, px )...) = x. 
We do not fully determine the affine part A of T, but we determine a theory 
B which is a homomorphic image, or specialization, of A. B is generated by two 
operations: binary a (still written as multiplication) and N,,-ary w. Three 
particular axioms are the idempotence of u and w and 
Moreover, w(x,, , x1 , xa ,...) = w(ys , y1 , ys ,...) when x,, = ys and the set of x’s 
is the same as the set ofy’s. Note that this allows for both permutation and repeti- 
tion. Note also that w(xs, (xiyJ,...) is unchanged if SOVE products (xiyi) are 
reversed; for every element x can be written as (zz), equal to its ‘“reverse.” 
Once we have a morphism A -+ B taking cy. to a: and u(xO , /3x1 , @a ,...) to 
4% > x, , x2 Y.), it is easy to exhibit an A-algebra not embeddable in a T-algebra. 
Let the ground set be A = (0, a, , a2 ,..., b, , b, ,... 1. We define B-operations a 
and w, of course idempotent. Further, (aiaifl) = b, , and ,(ai+lai) = bi+l . 
Further, w(xs , X, , . ..) is x0 in case all x’s are b’s and only finitely many are 
different. All values of operations not yet defined are 0. Since (ye) and (xy} are 
either the same or two b’s with subscripts differing by 1, the laws of B hold. 
A -+ B converts this B-algebra to an A-algebra. If it were embedded in a 
T-algebra, we should have /3b, = p(%a,) = /3(a,a,) = /3b, = /3(aza3) = *“; 
/7bi constant. Therefore b, = ~(b, , ,8b, , /lb, ,...) = a(bl , ,Bb, , /3b, ,~.,) = w(b, , 
b, , b, ,...) = 0, which is absurd. 
The proof would now be complete if we had such a morphism A ---f B. Since 
morphisms of theories are technically awkward to handle, we shall not actually 
construct it. We shall investigate A and conclude by defining an A-structure on A 
based on the B-structure just described. 
Generally, we use square brackets, as in [xy], in forming formal words (eie- 
ments of free algebras), round brackets in defining operations; but the notation 
seems clear enough without brackets for /3. It is convenient to use ~~ variables 
oh (h < wl) although all operations are x0-ary or less. We describe first an abso- 
lutely free algebra H of terms. 
Inductively, terms are (1) the variables v,, , (2) expressions [T~TJ, where r, 
and TV are terms, (3) expressions ,&, where 7 is a term, and (4) expressions 
471 , Q-~ ,...I, where the 7% are terms. The operations of H are the obvious ones, 
The constituents of a term are itself, the constituents of its constituents, and the 7d 
appearing in (respectively) [T~TJ, /3~r , or U[T~ , ~~ ,...I. We need also the notion of 
an occzlrrence of a constituent, where (to illustrate) T occurs twice in [+T]. Besides, 
we need to label the occurrences of variables. Inductively, ~1~ has one (occurrence 
of a) variable and its first variable is V~ . If 7i has K, variables, then [errs] has 
K, + k, variables, @T~ has k, variables, and (T[T~ I ~a ,...] has /z, + k, + **a 
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variables; it is obvious which is first, second, and so on. If the hth variable of T 
is a, as long as 7 has a Xth variable, 7 is called an operator. Obviously every term is 
a specialization of a unique operator. In operators, each constituent occurs only 
once; so one can define the occurrences in a specialization (which is a general 
term) by the constituents of the operator. 
Constituent occurrences in a term are partially ordered by the relation (<) of 
occurring as a constituent. Very nicely; every chain of occurrences is finite, 
any two occurrences are comparable or disjoint. 
We proceed to the free T-algebra G of canonical terms. We need to omit one 
of /3[~y], /3[yx], without omitting operators; so fix some total ordering of H such 
that T < T’ when all variable constituents of T precede all variable constituents 
of T’. A term is canonical provided it has no constituent of the form (a) [TT] or 
tb) Pk2~J, where 71 < 72 , Or (C) ob-1 iBT, b,...] Or (4 432711, 8[71721, ~[T,T~,-.]. 
The operations of G are these: (~~7~) is [ TOTS] if that is canonical, otherwise 
(71 = T2) it is TX ; /?T is /IT if that is canonical, otherwise (T being [TOTS] in the 
wrong order) it is P[T~T~]; similarly ~(7~ , ~~ ,...) is (T[T~ , 72 ,...I if that is canonical, 
otherwise it is T1 . Evidently we have well-defined operations with values in G; 
the three axioms of T are checked trivially in seven (1 + 2 + 4) cases; and it is 
evident that G is free on {vn}. But we need to note explicitly the natural homo- 
morphism H + G, i.e., the transfinite process of reduction to canonical form. 
The steps are, of course, the replacement of forbidden constituents [TT], ,B[T~T~], 
and the other two, by T, /3 [TOTS], T, [TOTS], respectively. One naturally works from 
the bottom up, always correcting minimal noncanonical constituents. 
We define an n-aJine canonical term for n = 0, l,... . A variable is 0-afine. A 
product of two n-affine canonical terms is n-affine. pT is (% + l)-afline if 7 is 
n-afhne; and ~$71 , T2 ,...I is n-affine if T1 is n-affine and the other Ti are (n f l)- 
a&e. 
An operation of T, expressed by a canonical operator 7, is idempotent if and 
only if 7 is 0-affine. More generally, writing h for the homomorphism 
zl,, ++ x to a free T-algebra G1 on one generator x, writing x0 = X, x”+r = /ALP, 
we have: 7 is n-affine if and only if h(T) = xn. For this is true of variables; a 
product (yz) in G1 is x” if and only if both factors are (since G1 is an obvious 
subalgebra of G); /3y is X* if and only if n > 0 and y = x”-l; and ‘~(yr , y2 ,...) 
is xfi just when yr = x~ and the others are x”+r. 
Accordingly the elements of the free A-algebra F on (et,> are the 0-affine 
canonical terms. Call a term y E G irreducible if it is not a variable, but it has no 
0-affine constituents except variables and perhaps itself. Observe that irreducible 
0-affine operations generate A, i.e., every 7 in F can be built up from variables 
by those operations. This follows by induction from the fact that 7, if not a 
variable, is an irreducible 0-affine canonical expression in its maximal 0-affine 
proper occurrences of constituents. Call those maximal constituelzts. They exist 
because chains are finite and minimal constituents are 0-affine. The occurrences 
of variables in 7 are partitioned by the maximal constituents ,ui ; so 7 is an expres- 
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sion in the $s. By inspecting the definition of “canonical,” it is a canonical 
expression; by division-closure, it is 0-affine; by maximality, it is irreducible. 
Thus we have generating operations of A, given by the irreducible O-a&e 
canonical operators. One of these is (to be ordinally precise) [u,,DJ. No other one 
has the form [T~TJ, for it would not be irreducible. No 0-affine term at all has the 
form PT. So all the others are cr[~~ , 7s ,...I and have arity us . (The number of 
them is easily seen to be the power of the continuum.) Index them somehow, and 
call them at . Further, since 71 is 0-affine and u+ is irreducible, TV is a variable 
(specifically, 71 = V0 , since wt is an operator). 
It seems desirable, for clarity, to prove more than we need about the wt. 
We define a reverse of a term as follows. A term [T~T.J has two reverses, viz., 
itself and [T~TJ; each other term has just one reverse, viz., itself. We shall show 
that if an irreducible canonical operator { having k variables is applied to 
a sequence of 0-affine canonical terms p,@ < R), then (1) if 5 is 0-affine infinitary 
and all pn are reverses of p0 , the value is y0 ; while if 5 is 0-affine finitary (so is 
v. . vI> and the pA are equd l((p,J) = p. ; (2) in each other case, every maximal 
constituent of the value [(&)) is a reverse of a pLn and every pLh is a reverse of a 
maximal constituent of the value and thefirst maximal constituent of <((p,J) is (u.~ . 
We do not need (all of) statement (1). 
Returning to ut = C[T, , G-~ ,... 1, ‘u. is 71 . For the other nA which occur, is the 
next larger constituent of mt formed by CL, fl, or CT ? Not by ol; for every constituent 
of C+ is n-afine for some rz, here n must be 0, and irreducibility would be violated. 
Similarly, not by u(X > 0); f or n must be 0 again. Thus every variable V~ in mt 
except ~1, occurs in fiw,, , and a value w~((~,J) is unchanged if the p,, for X > 0 are 
reversed. Therefore (1) holds. 
We now prove (2) for 5 and (,u& assuming its truth for proper constituents B 
of 5. (The beginning, 5 a variable, is in case (l).) If i = t&Q, c((~~)) is 
PdW u4)l except that if that form is [TT] the value is T; so the truth of (2) 
for the 6’s implies it for 5. If 5 = /30, <((pJ) has the form pr, where T is a reverse 
of 0((,,)), so (2) persists. Finally, if 5 = u[& , 0, ,... ], the last stage in calculating 
its value at (p,,) changes no maximal constituent except for possible deletion of 
repeated ones (which can have a further effect, but only in case (1)). 
We now define the generating operations (y. and mt of A on the set A, just as 
before, putting “wt(zO , xi ,... )” (with arguments X~ for A < k) for “w(xo , x1 ,...)” 
(with arguments xn). It is fairly clear from (2) above that the laws of A hold. 
More fully, we define a homomorphism h from the sub (-A-) algebra of F 
generated by vl, ~1~ ,..., upon A. h(T) = a, if and only if 7 = u’i . h([~,c~+,]) = 
b, = h([uiv,-r]) when meaningful (; > 2). ~([TT’]) = b, if both aZ(,) and h(r’) 
are bi . For an irreducible 0-affine canonical operator C+ and a sequence (T,) 
mapped by h to a finite set of b’s, h(o+[(q)]] = h(T,). Citherwise J%.(T) = 0. This 
is well defined and preserves a. For the C+ , for any sequence (TJ in the domain, 
wt((~d) is To in (at most) case (l), in which case w,((h(q))) is h(T,); otherwise the 
maximal colnstituents of w&(~,J) are reverses of the 7,, , and the first one is ~~ )
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so both sets or neither are mapped to a finite set of b’s, and w,((lz(q)))is h(wt((q))). 
The proof is complete. 
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